






























































































































































































































































































96 vacuum pump replacement
I just replaced my vacuum pump a couple nights ago and wanted to share
my experiences.

I purchased the new vacuum pump and new pulley (installed) from SS
Diesel and the vacuum solenoid / vacuum lines from Kennedy... While
you are doing it, do it once and do it right.

The solenoid and vacuum lines were a snap to put in so I will not even
bother talking about them.

The vacuum pump was much much easier to replace than from what I had
gathered from the forum

1. Take off the top plastic radiator/fan cover. All 10mm head nuts. I used
a cordless drill to zip them out in a flash.

2. Move the battery power cable out of the way. I tucked it on top of the
motor to not get in the way of the fan blades.

3. Loosen the serpentine belt and remove it from the vacuum pump. Note
that you do not need to take it off the other drive accessories.

4. Things get tight now! Use a 3/8" drive socket wrench with the standard
(2.5"?) extension and a 10mm 6 sided socket (I do not trust the 12 point
with this torque - you do not want to round one of these off) to loosen the
3 bolts that hold the vacuum pump on. Rotate the vacuum pump pulley to
line up within the holes to reach through with the socket. Mine were on
fairly tight so just take your time and do not slip and cut your arm on the
fan blades! Just to note there is no gasket or anything of that nature
between the pump and block.

5. Use a regular set of pliars to pull back the spring clamp on the rubber
hose connecting the vacuum line to the pump. Be patient and slow in
removing the hose as to not tear it up as it needs to be reused.

6. Reassemble reverse as described above. The only thing to note is that I
used some WD-40 to lubricate the hose going onto the vacuum pump
nipple to ease reassembly.

Hope this helps somebody! Vacuum pumps are not that bad!

She whistles like crazy now and requires much less peddle to maintain
speed.
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